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Abstract:

Resource sharing is an important aspect how cost savings in cloud computing are realized. This is especially
important in multi-tenancy settings, where different tenants share the same resource. This paper presents an
approach to merge two application topologies into one, while on the one hand preserving the functionality
of both applications and on the other hand enabling sharing of similar components. Previous work has not
addressed this due to the lack of ways to describe topologies of composite applications in a decomposed,
formal, and machine-readable way. New standardization initiatives, such as TOSCA, provide a way to describe
application topologies, which are also portable and manageable. We propose an approach, realization, and
architecture enabling a functionality-preserving merge of application topologies. To validate our approach we
prototypically implemented and applied it to merge a set of test cases. All in all, the functional-preserving
merge is a method to support the optimization and migration of existing applications to the cloud, because it
increases resource sharing in the processed application topologies.

1

INTRODUCTION

Resource sharing is, besides automation and economy
of scale, the key to realize the significant cost saving
promised and realized by cloud computing. Today,
resource sharing is mostly discussed in terms of multitenancy, which is the fact that tenants, i. e. organizations or users, share one or a common set of resources
(Chong and Carraro, 2006). The concept of resource
sharing itself has been around for decades, as well
as its problems, such as security, performance, availability, and administrative isolation (Guo et al., 2007).
Increasing the utilization through resource sharing is,
however, often still not applied in enterprise IT. This
is reflected by the fact that in today’s non-cloud data
centers servers usually have a very low utilization1 .
The applications running on this underutilized data
centers are no monolithic blocks. Usually, enterprise
applications require middleware (including application servers, database management systems, and message queuing) installed on an operating system, which
in turn requires computing, storage, networking, and
other infrastructure. Working together, these components provide the business functionality implemented
by the application. An application topology is a graph
1 For

example, according to (Andrzejak et al., 2002) the
80% percentile is typically utilized in the 15 to 35% range.

containing all these components as separate nodes and
their relations as edges. Recent advances in the formalization and management of complex IT systems, for
example, the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (OASIS, 2012) (TOSCA)
currently standardized at OASIS, are based on a finegrained topology of the cloud application to enable
their automated deployment and management. This
formal description of the application’s configuration,
structure, architecture, and dependencies enables automated processing of these application topologies and
is the technical foundation of our approach.
Based on this decomposition of the application,
this paper presents an approach to merge two previously separated application topologies into one integrated application topology, while preserving the
functionality of the applications. For example, consider two application topologies, each including a Web
service, which runs on its own Apache Tomcat on a
separate virtual machine. Our approach shows how
to evaluate and, if possible, merge these two topologies into one application topology. In this example
the result would be one Tomcat hosting both Web services and therefore only requires one virtual machine.
Therefore, our approach is a method to increase resource sharing and support the migration of existing
applications to the cloud.
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Figure 1: Motivating Scenario – Migrating the three applications on the left into the cloud on the right

This leads us to the contributions of this paper,
which are threefold: (i) We propose an approach to
merge two separated application topologies into one,
while preserving their functionality and sharing as
much of the components as possible. This approach,
which is independent of a particular topology language,
describes a method following the five steps: identification, matching, manual evaluation, merging, and final
evaluation & deployment. A cloud migration scenario
is used to extract the requirements towards a suitable
approach. (ii) Based on this, we present a realization
called TOSCAmerge which applies our approach to
TOSCA-based application topologies. (iii) Finally, we
present the architecture of TOSCAmerge, an extensible framework to enable reuse of the functionalitypreserving topology merge operation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
First, Section 2 presents the migration of enterprise
applications as motivating scenario for our approach.
The proposed method to address this scenario is described in detail in Section 3. Based on this, Section 4
shows our prototypical realization of the approach using TOSCA-based application topologies. Section 5
discusses the proposed approach and realization. Section 6 presents related work. We conclude the paper
and give an outlook on future work in Section 7.

2

MOTIVATING SCENARIO

This section discusses the motivating scenario for our
approach, the migration of enterprise applications to
the cloud, which is used throughout the paper to illustrate our approach. In our scenario, a company has
three applications, shown as topologies on the left of
Figure 1. Application 1 implements the Web site of the
company as Java Web application which is packaged
as WAR-file. The application is hosted on an Apache
Tomcat servlet container which is hosted on a Linux

operating system. The operating system runs on a virtual machine provided by a local VMware deployment.
The same stack is used by the company to implement
their advertising Web site for their main product. The
third application has the same infrastructure stack but
implements the support workflow of the company as
BPEL process which is hosted on an Apache ODE
workflow engine.
To reduce cost, the company decides to migrate
these customer-facing applications to the cloud, in this
case to Amazon EC2. However, running the same supporting infrastructure three times is not efficient. To
further reduce cost, the company looks for a solution
to automatically merge application topologies. In addition, an important goal is to preserve the functionality
provided by the applications. This is where the approach proposed in this paper is aimed to. The merged
application topology on the right hand side of Figure 1
is the result of the presented approach. The detailed
process from left to right is explained in the following
sections.

3

APPROACH

In this section we present our semi-automated approach for merging application topologies. First, we
present an analysis of the requirements in Section 3.1.
Based on this, we discuss our method in detail in Section 3.2.

3.1

Requirements

Based on the motivating scenario, introduced in Section 2, and a literature study we identified the following requirements for a solution merging application
topologies:
Functionality Preservation and Correctness: The
functionality of the applications which have been

merged must not be altered. However, the nonfunctional properties may be different due to changes
in the supporting infrastructure. The result, i. e. the
merged application topology, must be syntactically
and semantically correct. To facilitate this, we demand
the input application topologies also to be syntactical
and semantically correct. In particular, they have to include all the components, configurations, and relations
required to operate the merged application properly.
Open World Assumption: A viable solution for
merging application topologies must not assume that
there is only a limited and well known set of semantics
represented by the nodes and edges in the application
topology. The evolution of cloud offerings, software
systems, and hardware are changing too fast to restrict
the approach upfront to a certain set of types, i. e. a
closed world. Thus, the approach must be able to deal
with various kinds of nodes and relationships.
Algorithm: The implementation must produce deterministic results, terminate for any valid input, and
have a reasonable computational complexity to allow
its application also to large application topologies.

3.2

Topology Merge Method

For functionality-preserving merging of application
topologies we propose a method which defines five sequential steps, presented in the following subsections:
(i) Identify Applications to be Merged, (ii) Matching,
(iii) Manual Evaluation, (iv) Merging, and (v) Final
Evaluation & Deployment.
Some details of the method depend on the language used to describe application topologies, which
is explicitly noted in the respective step of the
method. In Section 4, our prototypical implementation
TOSCAmerge proposes a concrete realization of this
method based on TOSCA.
3.2.1

Identify Applications to be Merged

The first step of our approach is identifying the applications to be merged. Good candidates to realize
savings through increased resource sharing are large
application topologies with common components in
the supporting infrastructure. However, the details of
the actual identification is out of scope of this paper.
Motivating Scenario. The company may decide that
only application 1 and application 2 shall be merged
and moved to the cloud, because the availability of the
two Web sites is lower prioritized than the availability
of their support workflow. This decision is represented
by (1) in Figure 1.

3.2.2

Matching

After the applications to be merged are identified, step
two identifies possibilities to merge nodes and edges of
the application topologies. In the following, we regard
a pair of two application topologies T1 and T2 . The
result of this matching step is a set of correspondences.
Correspondences are binary, undirected overlay edges
between two nodes or two edges of the application
topologies. One node may have multiple correspondences to different other nodes, this is resolved during
merging (see step four).
Matching Nodes. During matching, each pair of
nodes (n, m) with n, m ∈ T1 ∪ T2 is evaluated if the
nodes correspond with each other and, therefore, could
be merged. We write n ◦ m if a correspondence exits
between n and m. The existence of a correspondence
is evaluated by three checks, which must be all passed
to establish a correspondence:
(i) If the types of the nodes are the same, a merge might
be possible. How types are defined and which rules
for their comparison have to be applied depends on
the language used to describe application topologies.
Only nodes of the supporting infrastructure, such as
hardware, operating systems, and middleware, should
be matched. The actual business logic is provided by
the nodes representing the application, such as the Java
WAR file in Figure 3, which are excluded. This is done
because the application logic cannot be merged in a
generic way. In contrast, the supporting infrastructure
can be merged in a generic way, because it mainly
consists out of standardized components configured to
operate the application logic. The configuration of the
supporting infrastructure must also be considered as
some kind of application logic, crucial to operate the
application as intended, as presented in the next steps.
(ii) Thereafter, the functional properties of the nodes
are checked. For instance, the configuration of a node
is a functional property. Functional properties are specific for the respective node type and therefore must
be handled by type-specific logic. For example, it
is not possible to determine in a generic way if the
values 32 and 64 for the property CPU architecture
are compatible. Some software products may offer
versions for both, 32-bit and 64-bit systems, some
not. Therefore, our approach uses plugins to integrate
the type-specific logic which checks if two nodes (or
edges) can be merged or not.
(iii) Nodes may also have non-functional properties
(NFP), for instance, the availability of a node. Similar to functional properties, non-functional properties
have to be processed by type-specific logic. If the
topology language has an inheritance, sub-graph, or
grouping mechanism, the NFPs of all parents also must

be considered. In this case, the accumulated NFPs of
all parent constructs must also be compatible, e. g. if
there is a NFP on the whole topology.
Matching Edges. Edges are matched similar to nodes
to generate correspondences. However, only edges
connected to at least one node with a correspondence
are processed. Evaluating if a correspondence between
two edges exists requires that the type-specific logic
implementing the semantics of the edge is provided as
plugin, similar to the type-specific plugins for nodes.
In particular, edges may prevent certain node correspondences. For example, two corresponding nodes
may be connected by an anti-colocation edge. This
means that two nodes must reside on different physical infrastructure to increase availability. As a consequence, the nodes must not be merged.
Motivating Scenario. After the company decided to
merge the applications providing the Web sites, the
matching step automatically generates the correspondences between these two applications. The result is,
that the virtual machines, the operating systems, and
the two servlet containers are candidates to be merged.
This is denoted by (2) in Figure 1.
3.2.3

Manual Evaluation

The result of the matching step is a set of correspondences between two nodes or two edges. However,
we do not think that all decisions can be made by the
implementation or its plugins. Therefore, this step
allows an architect to evaluate the correspondences
with respect to the application and enterprise architecture, as well as the responsible software developer
with respect to the internals and hidden assumptions of
the applications. This allows incorporating available
knowledge of these experts with minimal time investment, because an initial identification and subsequent
merging is done by the implementation automatically.
The result of this step is a set of correspondences stating which nodes and edges should be merged.
Motivating Scenario. In our scenario the architect
decides to run the two web applications on different
Web servers, therefore, he removes the respective correspondence. The removal of this correspondence is
denoted by (3) and the red X in Figure 1.
3.2.4

Merging

This step processes the correspondences found during
matching, which may have been manually adapted by
the previous manual evaluation step. Merging of nodes
and edges is done in three steps:
(i) Merging the two nodes/edges connected through a
correspondence by calling the respective type-specific
logic to merge the functional and non-functional defi-
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Figure 2: Two example sets of possible Correspondences
between three nodes.

nitions of the node. Similar to the matching step, the
type-specific logic must be provided by a plugin.
(ii) If applicable, reconnect the edges connected to one
of the merged nodes. The correspondences are also reconnected accordingly; except that the correspondence
whose two nodes/edges have been merged is removed.
(iii) Finally, the two old nodes/edges, which are at this
point neither part of an edge nor of a correspondence,
are removed from the topology.
If a node has multiple correspondences, as depicted
in the two topologies in Figure 2, additional considerations are required: Figure 2 shows at the top a set
of three nodes forming a full mapping, i. e. each node
has an correspondence with each other node. In this
case, all nodes of this set can be merged into one single node, because each node has been matched with
each other node. If there is only some kind of partial
mapping for a set of three nodes, as exemplary shown
at the bottom of Figure 2, only a part of the nodes can
be merged. This is because nodes m and o are, for
some type-specific reason found during matching, not
capable of being merged, therefore, we infer that o
also cannot be merged with a merged node m + n and
vice versa m cannot be merged with a merged node
n + o. In this example it is only possible to merge two
of the nodes. The generic rule is defined as follows:
Let M be the set of nodes which has been merged into
node m, if any, and N be the set of nodes merged into
node n. Then, nodes m and n can be merged if and
only if ∀x ∈ N ∀y ∈ M : x ◦ y. This is the same for
edges and other grouping concepts supported by the
respective topology language.
Motivating Scenario. After the correspondences
were evaluated, the applications get merged as depicted by (4) in Figure 1. The result is that both operating systems are merged into one now, as well as both
virtual machines. This decreases cost as, for example,
only one virtual machine and operating system license
must be paid for hosting both Web sites.

3.2.5

Final Evaluation & Deployment

Our approach works on the model level which implies
that the merge is not done on the running application.
Hence, the merged application topology can be evaluated and adjusted by responsible architects and developers, which already evaluated the correspondences in
step three. For instance, this can be done by deploying
the merged topology into a test environment. If the
merged application has been evaluated and passed the
tests, it can be rolled out.
Motivating Scenario. After merging both applications additional information for the deployment have
to be added. In our motivating scenario in Figure 1, (5)
denotes that the Amazon credentials are provided and,
afterwards, the application is automatically deployed.

4

TOSCA MERGE
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we present our Java-based implementation “TOSCAmerge” to realize the approach presented
in Section 3. The prototype uses TOSCA to describe
application topologies. After an introduction into the
relevant concepts of TOSCA, we present concrete realizations for the aspects of the approach depending on
the language used to describe application topologies.

4.1

TOSCA

TOSCA, the Topology and Orchestration Specification
for Cloud Applications (OASIS, 2012), is a specification currently standardized at OASIS, which can
be used to describe application topologies. We call
them TOSCA-based application topologies. We use
TOSCA to define application topologies in our prototypical implementation2 . A TOSCA-based application
topology is defined by Node Templates, which represent the components of an application such as a virtual
machine or Java application, and binary Relationship
Templates, which define relations between the components represented by Node Templates, e. g. a Apache
Tomcat Node Template may be hosted on an Operating
System Node Template. These templates are generic
and typed by reusable Node Types and Relationship
Types, respectively. Types define the semantics of
templates, for example, there might be a Node Type
Apache Tomcat created by the Tomcat developer community, which is then used in different application
topologies to type Node Templates. Figure 3 presents
2 The

implementation uses the specification and XML
schema of TOSCA v1.0 working draft 05 (OASIS, 2012)
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Figure 3: Example TOSCA application topology, visualized
with Vino4TOSCA (Breitenbücher et al., 2012).

an example TOSCA-based application topology. The
rounded rectangles denote Node Templates and the
arrows Relationship Templates. The type of each template is rendered in parentheses.
TOSCA does not have a predefined set of types,
but enables individual definition of types. Through
derivation, types can refine other types, for example,
the Node Type Apache Tomcat may be a refinement
of the Node Type Servlet Container. Besides other
information, which is not relevant for describing our
approach, types in TOSCA define the properties of
their templates, for example, a virtual machine may
have the property IP-address and a hardware specification. TOSCA provides a recursive grouping mechanism for subgraphs of an application topology and is,
for example, able to define policies on all the contained
nodes, relationships, and groups. Describing application topologies is only one aspect of TOSCA. Based on
the topology of the cloud application, TOSCA’s goal
is to provide portability of the application’s management and operation, as well as increasing automation
(Binz et al., 2012a). Due to the portability offered
by TOSCA, the application may even run on different
TOSCA-compliant runtimes in different environments,
which supports our migration scenario.

4.2

Type-specific Logic

One requirement towards our approach (c.f. 3.1) is that
the number of types and their semantics must not be
restricted. We opted for a plugin-based architecture
to support arbitrary types: In case a type should be
supported, a respective plugin has to be written.
The type system of TOSCA is capable of single
inheritance of Node Types and Relationship Types
through stating, for example, that type Apache Tomcat

is derived from type Servlet Container. To use this capability, plugins must be able to match and merge two
nodes or relationships of different types, for example
Apache Tomcat and Servlet Container. This is addressed by associating plugins in TOSCAmerge with
two type ids (namespace + id). If the type ids are different the plugin states to be able to evaluate matches and,
if applicable, merge a node of type Apache Tomcat
with a node of type Servlet Container.
In Section 3.2 we explained that nodes and relationships are processed pairwise. If no plugin is available
for a pair of type ids, then neither a match nor a merge
of the respective nodes and relationships is possible.
In other words, to establish a correspondence the respective plugin must be available to take the decisions
requiring type-specific logic.

4.3

Handling of Group Templates

Group Templates are a TOSCA-specific grouping
mechanism for subgraphs of TOSCA-based application topologies. They may contain nodes, relationships,
and, recursively, other groups. A node or relationship contained in one Group Template, or recursively
in multiple groups, must evaluate the policies (nonfunctional requirements) of all the groups it is contained in. This is done by calculating the accumulated
policy, which summarizes the policies of the node or
relationship and all of the groups it is contained in.
The accumulated policy is processed with the same
type-specific plugins that are used during matching,
i. e. the number of constraints possibly preventing the
creation of a correspondence possibly increases.

4.4

Handling Application Logic

Nodes representing application logic are not matched
or merged, as discussed in Section 3.2. Due to the open
world assumption discussed in Section 3.1, the implementation cannot know if a particular node represents
application logic or not. Therefore, the implementation maintains a list of type ids to be excluded from
matching and merging. New Node Types representing
application logic must be added by the users of the
implementation.

4.5

Architecture & Design

The architecture of TOSCAmerge is structured into
four layers, as depicted in Figure 4: (i) The user-facing
API, offering the merge operation to external clients
through the Merge Service Interface to enable the integration into other tools. The Manual Evaluation
Interface returns the identified correspondences after
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Figure 4: Architecture of TOSCAmerge framework.

the matching step for manual evaluation and applies
the changes to the correspondences. (ii) The core implements the logic for functionality-preserving merge
described in the approach, presented in Section 3. It
also includes the components to read, write, and parse
the involved input and result TOSCA-based application topologies. (iii) The plugin framework selects,
manages, and invokes the type-specific logic, as requested by the core. (iv) The plugin layer represents
the actual match and merge plugins which implement
the type-specific logic. This ensures the logic for new
types can be easily added to the TOSCAmerge framework and ensures extensibility.

5

DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss our generic approach and its
realization based on TOSCA.
The proposed approach ensures that only valid
merges of two nodes or two edges are executed. This
comes with the precondition that the type-specific plugins used for merging and matching are correct. The
application logic is preserved because the nodes representing business logic are ignored by the matching step
and thus are never merged. Our approach focuses on
the supporting infrastructure containing mainly standardized components to operate the application. Standardized does not mean that components cannot be
tailored to customer’s needs (Mietzner et al., 2010).
Correctness and functionality preservation can only
be facilitated if the topology models include all the
components, properties, and relations required to operate the application. Due to the fact that our approach
processes the application topology only and not the
executables or other information sources, lack of information in the application topology leads to incorrect
and unpredictable results.

In addition, application topologies have to be decomposed into components. For example, modeling the
operating system, middleware components, and the
application as one single node represents a topology
which cannot be processed by our approach. This finegranular modeling is also a best practice to facilitate
automated management using TOSCA. This results in
application topologies with similar granularity, which
is important to be able to process nodes and edges
pairwise.
Our approach is able to merge two input application topologies into one result application topology. However, if more than two application topologies
should be merged, the result of the first merge must
be merged with a third application topology and so
on. This is called binary approach by (Leser and Naumann, 2006) and comes with the challenge in which
order to merge the application topologies. This is out
of scope of this paper.
For the usage in enterprise IT projects, our approach increases automation in IT management by
reducing the effort of the respective domain experts
to a minimum. The responsible domain experts of
the infrastructure and middleware components put
their knowledge into the plugins, processing nodes
and edges of the respective types. This enables reuse
of domain knowledge, even shared between different
enterprises, and therefore improves the return on investment for the effort spent to define and optimize
the type-specific plugins. On the other hand, the effort
of the architects and developers is reduced by removing the time-consuming task of identifying (matching
step) and performing the merge manually. Instead,
architects and developers only review and verify the
correspondences identified automatically by our approach before they are processed. This is in line with
the TOSCA philosophy of domain experts defining
and implementing Node Types and Relationship Types
which are composed to model applications (Binz et al.,
2012a).
For validation, we tested our approach with more
than 20 pairs of different test scenarios, covering the
most important concepts provided by TOSCA-based
application topologies. The TOSCA-based realization
is implemented as greedy algorithm, i. e. it generates
correct results, which are, however, not necessarily
the global optimum. The computational complexity
of the overall implementation is, also due to the
implementation as greedy algorithm, quadratic with
respect to the number of nodes. The algorithms and a
detailed discussion of their computational complexity
can be found in (Weiß, 2012).

6

RELATED WORK

This section reviews approaches for merging in other
areas, like schemas, processes, and graphs in general,
as well as languages to describe application topologies.
For business processes there is a large number of
approaches to merge them. An algorithm to merge two
Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) into one, while
preserving the behavior of the input processes, is presented in (Gottschalk et al., 2008). This is done by
transforming the EPCs into Function Graphs, describing the sequence of functions, merge these graphs,
and transform them into EPCs again. A similar approach is presented in (La Rosa et al., 2010), where
EPCs are transformed into an Annotated Business Process Graph, which is also able to depict connectors
and events. An approach to compose a business process from process fragments—non-complete process
knowledge—is discussed in (Eberle et al., 2010). The
authors define a number of basic operations to facilitate the knitting of fragments.
A high-level methodology to merge graphs is presented in (La Rosa et al., 2010), which first calculates
a mapping between the two graphs, then merges the
mapped entities, and finally foresees an optional postprocessing. Our method (Section 3.2) is structured
similarly. There are a number of other approaches
following this high-level methodology and using correspondences to describe the result of their mapping
step. A generic approach in (Pottinger and Bernstein,
2003) assumes that the correspondences are given and
their merge operator merges two models to return a
duplicate-free union. Reintegrating adapted business
processes into the original version of the business process, without having an (ordered) list of the change
operations done, is addressed by (Küster et al., 2008).
They also foresee the manual intervention of domain
experts during the process of merging.
These approaches are focused on business processes and the specifics in this area. One difference
is that the number of types in business processes is
usually restricted and known, which is in contrast to
our open world assumption (see Section 3.1).
A general method for matching of graphs based on
labels is the edit distance (Wagner and Fischer, 1974)
or graph edit distance (Sanfeliu and Fu, 1983), which
calculates the similarity of two labels or two graphs,
respectively. This is done by counting the number
of operations (remove, add, and so on) required to
edit the label/graph from one to the other. For our
approach the edit distance is not used, because we
merge using the exact type ids (namespace + id in
TOSCA), not the labels, i. e. names, of the nodes.

To the best of our knowledge we do not know
any works which are concerned with the merging of
decomposed application topologies. This might be due
to the fact that the concepts and way TOSCA depicts
topologies is relatively new to IT service management.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an approach for
functionality-preserving merging of application topologies. We first presented a motivating scenario, based
on this we extracted the requirements of such a solution, and then defined a suitable methodology. Additionally, we implemented our approach using TOSCA
to describe the application topologies. The discussion showed that our approach is well applicable, but
requires the availability of a detailed application topology and the respective type-specific plugins.
In the future we want to research how these topology descriptions may be extracted from existing application deployments by integrating this research with
our work on Enterprise Topology Graphs (Binz et al.,
2012b). TOSCA, used in the realization of the presented approach, is not limited to the description of
topologies, but in particular enables the portable management of applications. Therefore, in the future we
want to look into the adaptations required in the management plans, to adapt to the changes in the topology.
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